Kinematic analysis of goal-directed aims made against early and late perturbations: an investigation of the relative influence of two online control processes.
Examination of goal-directed movements has evidenced two processes of visually regulated online control: early trajectory control that operates to make movement adjustments on the basis of limb velocity comparisons to internally generated models of the expected limb velocity, and late trajectory control that uses allocentric information about the limb and target positions. The results of experiments using illusory perturbations suggest that the two systems have an additive influence on movement outcome, and are relatively independent. In this theoretical context, three experiments were conducted in which actual perturbations to the aiming limb dynamics and the tasks demands were introduced. Compressed air expulsed through a stylus, in the direction of, or opposite to, that of the movement was used to impact limb velocity and the target location was moved at movement initiation to impact late evaluation of target and limb position. The results of the compressed air-only and moving target-only conditions replicated the previous evidence of early and late control, respectively. Interestingly, movement accuracy measures yielded an interactive effect of the two perturbations when presented in tandem. It appears that the perturbations prompted parallel operation of the two control processes.